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Goal - show why JSON is the next-gen clinical data format

- FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)

- unambiguous, self-descriptive

- support Biomedical Concepts

- simple, lightweight



Summary
● Dataset-JSON is contextualised by JSON-LD into explicit RDF

● ODM expressed as a JSON-LD context provides a precise definition of each 
element in a JSON dataset in terms of web-compatible linked data

● Define-LD served online in ‘neutral zone’ provides a single source of metadata 
truth, a data contract between all trial data stakeholders



JSON-LD serialises linked data as JSON

compacted @context expanded



JSON-LD applied to Dataset-JSON 

compacted @context expandedCDISC Data Semantic 
Web content

Dataset-JSON 
context



This simple Dataset-JSON example becomes JSON-LD by adding @context



JSON-LD context can reference other contexts e.g. explicit link to Define as a context



JSON-LD context complements schema by describing meaning
Shared definitions such as schema.org are 
used to define ‘what is this thing?’

Context maps simple JSON fields to linked data

● Structure
● IDs
● Types



Expanded Dataset-JSON output as RDF

Dataset-JSON elements expanded to IRIs

RDF data ready to be loaded and queried as a graph



JSON-LD applied to Define
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‘Define-LD’ 
specification

Define context



Applications of a shared online Define
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Dataset-JSON <--> Biomedical Concepts 

compacted @context expandedCDISC Dataset Data in BC 
metamodel

JSON-LD 
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from Define

Next concept: can JSON-LD link dataset content too?
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